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The reported crimes for the month of 
September  2012 

 
 
 
Good news there are no reported crimes for the month of September 
 
 
There were no reports of ASB  
 
 
 
NEWS from PC Teresa Lines 
 
Recording you Property 
 
The following advice may help the police to recover your property if your are 
unfortunate enough to suffer from burglary. 
 
Photographs 
" Photograph each item individually and as close-up as possible  
" Place a ruler under each item to indicate the size  
" Always take more than one photograph. Also with larger items take 
photographs at different angles  
" Photograph the position of any maker's marks, damage or repairs  
" Take photographs of your rooms and displays so that if items are stolen it will 
remind you of what has been taken  
" Photograph in natural daylight; if using a flash avoid reflections  
Protection 
" Make sure you are adequately insured  
" Obtain valuations with descriptions by a reputable antique dealer or 
auctioneer if you can afford it  
" Keep receipts of recent purchases  
" Remember your photographs and descriptions help to prove to your insurance 
company that your treasures are antiques  



" Make a written inventory of your antiques with descriptions and 
measurements, either on the back of the photographs or in separate note books etc.  
 
Remember 
 
When reporting a crime or an incident  
Please call the following numbers: 
 101 
In case of emergency 999 
 CRIME STOPPERS on 0800 555 111 - Your call cannot be trace and you will not be 
asked your name 
 
Further ways of contacting the police in your area; 
 By booking an appointment with your local neighbourhood team -101 
Calling in to a beat surgery - local details are on the 'in your area' pages of our 
website 
 
If you are deaf, deaf -blind, deafened, hard of hearing or speech impaired, 
  
Emergency text number: 80999 
Non-emergency text number: 81003 
Non-emergency Textphone: 18001 followed by 0845 456 7000 or 101 
 
For more information and for more advice on all the above and much more 
Please visit 
 www.avonandsomerset.police.uk 
 
 
 
 


